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Indian Camp Rules 
Our base being a nature base, the Indian camp areas have been designed in a canoe bivouac orientation. In this 

orientation, calm, friendliness and a relationship with nature are sought by many. Therefore, some orientations are not 

possible with us. 

Installation at the camp: 

2 meeting times: 
There are 2 meeting times to respect, one for registration ( reference contact ), editing of contracts, 

deposit of deposit and inventory of fixtures at the entrance of the camp ( no installation possible 

before inventory of fixtures ) and the other for the canoe formula. 

After the entry inventory: 
Participants can set up their belongings and put their items in their fridge. For things to put in the fridge, do not put them on the 

floor just before. Participants can prepare the barrels for their canoe trip when settling in at camp. The camp areas are rented for 

a single team, access will be prohibited to anyone who is not part of the team, and we nevertheless recommend that you leave 

your sensitive belongings in your vehicles. 

During your session: 

Respect the facilities: 
You must not touch the structures of the installations (teepee, tents, awning, etc.), hang from them or use them for any purpose 

other than their function. Tipi opening poles must not be moved even in the event of rain. Electrical boxes must not be opened 

or manipulated. Some elements can be moved if they are put back in place afterwards: tables, benches, outdoor brazier or 

barbecue (the barbecue cannot be placed under a canopy or under a tree). It is forbidden to remove mattresses, sofa beds and braziers from  

inside tents or tepees. 

Access prohibited in certain areas of the base: 
It is forbidden to enter the enclosure of the horses, to caress them or to feed them. It is forbidden to enter the area of the dwelling 

house and its outbuildings (set under alarm). 

Respect the neighborhood: 
There are three Indian camp areas; your evening is not theirs especially when it comes to music and noise. The site is not 

designed to hold evenings with loud music until the early morning. If you want to listen to music, the volume should be 

reasonable. 

Pay attention to the facilities: 
To avoid excessive soiling, remember to take off your shoes before entering a Canadian tent. Handle the openings of tents and 

teepees with care and consume the wood provided in a reasonable manner. Our sanitary facilities do not have taps or timed 

switches, remember to close the taps and turn off the lights. If you do the dishes in the communal kitchen, please empty the 

sink of dishwater and leftover food. Washbasins in sanitary facilities should not be used for washing dishes. 

Low-power electrical outlets: 
The electrical outlets of the Indian camp are designed for a low-power connection ( phone charger, etc. ) . It is forbidden to connect a 

hob, a coffee maker or a kettle. A coffee maker or kettle can be connected in the “common kitchen” area under the Halle. 

Sort your waste: 
On your Indian camp will be placed sorting bins (household waste, recyclables and lost glass ), your waste must be sorted according to the 

rules displayed on your camp area. The waste glass bin will be emptied by your team before the exit inventory in our 

"homemade" container (please do not deliberately break the lost glass in this container; we must empty it by hand). The sorting of waste is checked 

during the exit inventory, if your waste is not sorted correctly, you will have to redo the sorting before leaving. Do not throw 

cigarette butts or other waste on the ground on the base and in your area. 

A base under video surveillance closed at night and set under alarm: 
The Indian camps are located on our base on the outskirts of the town of Sélestat. Our base is placed under video surveillance 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week, in the event of an incident, the images are binding. For security reasons, our base is closed at 6:30 

p.m. for our customers not staying overnight. For customers staying overnight, access (entering or leaving the base ) is no longer 

possible after 8:00 p.m. At 8:00 p.m. maximum, “the doors” are closed and the base is set under alarm. During the check-in 
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inventory, you will be asked if any "outings" are planned after 6:30 p.m., if not, the doors close at 6:30 p.m. In any case, notify us 

of planned entries/exits between 6:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. so that we can prevent access to anyone outside your team.. The doors 

open again the next day at 08:00. 

The alarm cannot be triggered unintentionally: 
On the base is present a restricted area where the manager and his family live. The triggering of the night alarm supposes that 

people have entered a building prohibited to the public, on the residential area or have attempted to access / leave the base at 

night. The base being more than 1Ha, the forbidden access zones represent 15% of the base, consequently nothing justifies 

their night access. The alarming of the base does not prevent our customers from moving on the base outside of their Indian 

camp, the triggering of the alarm cannot therefore be involuntary. 

Contact the emergency line in the event of a serious incident: 
As part of the nights is placed an emergency line to contact the manager (present on site). In the event of a serious incident, only the 

emergency line should be used, you should not ring the bell at the dwelling house or honk your horn in front of it. The hotline is 

only considered for a serious incident. 

 

To carry out the exit inventory: 

Replace moved items: 
If the team has moved elements authorized to be moved, they must be replaced in their place. 

Returning the click clacks to the seated position: 
The sofa beds must be replaced in a seated position for the exit inventory. 

Empty the glass bin: 
The glass bin must be emptied into our "home container" without deliberately breaking its contents in doing so. 

Pick up cigarette butts, paper and other rubbish: 
On your area or on our base, you must not throw cigarette butts or rubbish on the ground. In any case, it will be necessary to pick 

them up if there are any. 

Empty the fridge of its contents: 
The fridge must be emptied of its contents and returned in a clean state except for the breakfast items to be left cool (returned during 

the exit inventory) 

Remove your belongings from the facilities: 
To be able to carry out the exit inventory, your belongings must be removed. 

Briefly clean the installations: 
We clean the facilities after you leave, but the "dirty level" must be normal. Broom, shovel and dustpan are left on each camp in 

order to briefly clean the facilities (teepee, tent, tables, and benches). The barbecue and the brazier (ashes) must not be cleaned. 

State of fixtures: 

Exit inventory schedule: 11:00 a.m. 
The normal schedule for the exit inventory is at 11:00 a.m. the day after your overnight stay in the presence of the contact person 

who will report to our reception. After the exit inventory, access to the Indian camp is no longer possible. 

The return of the breakfast “basket”: 
The breakfast basket with crockery, fresh unused items, thermos flasks, etc. must be returned to reception. 

Return of the deposit: 
The deposit is returned after the exit inventory if the facilities have not been damaged and returned in a “clean state”. Please note: 

the non-sorting of waste, an excessive state of soiling leads to over-invoicing. 

 
 

 


